Where knowing, creating and sharing comes together in nature
Leveraging Traditional Wisdoms with Artist Technology

In this presentation, Garry Oker introduces the principles behind his mobile art exhibit and safety program, Kema, designed to train people in implementing safe thinking and teamwork in the fields of production design and technical arts through collaboration, open discussion, and connecting people, land, and spirit.

Learn about the exhibit as an example of how to create a ‘camp’ environment, building awareness and remaining mindful of ourselves and anothers, and to remain present in what we do. This fascinating project relates to mobile camping exhibits and artistic production.

Presenter: Garry Oker
By applying ceremonial safety practice, Workers come home safe
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Customized Leadership Practice

Where people feel rooted, connected, energized and transformed

Doig River First Nation
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Masters Leadership Practice

1) MODEL the way
2) INSPIRE a shared vision
3) CHALLENGE the process
4) ENABLE others to act
5) HEARTEN the heart

Doig River First Nation
System thinking, collect wood, water & build shelters, set up tents & food storage
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Improving learning experiences - awareness, collaboration and creative practice

Doig River First Nation
Doig River First Nation
Knowing what to do – Inspire a vision, strategy and goals
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STOP, LOOK, LISTEN & LEARN

Able to do it – knowledge, skills and experience
Emergency Response Action

Equip to do it with tools, procedure and system understanding.
A hunters strategic risk assessment

Animal Behavior & Weather

Doig River First Nation
By applying ceremonial work safe practice worker comes home safe & happy
Boreal Forest Tea

The art of knowing, creating, and sharing wise stories, leading the way in global health & wellness
Camp fire storytelling, and dream mapping
Want to do it- personal motivation and recognition
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Virtual Reality Experience - Making it work - trust, respect and collaboration
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